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Discover how to do easy magic tricks for kidsYouâ€™re about to discover how to do easy magic

tricks for kids. A lot of people, especially kids, love magic. After all, itâ€™s nice to think that you can

create something out of nothingâ€”and that you can impress people with your magic skills! With the

help of this book, you can stage your own showâ€”even just at home, and amaze the neighbourhood

kids. Whatâ€™s more, even children can actually do these illusions, too, so they could impress their

friends.The card tricks and illusions you will learn wonâ€™t give you a hard time. The steps to

perform each trick will be provided in detail.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...What are the

tips before you start What is a card in a row trickHow to do "The Magic Eleven" trickWhat is the

"Half a deck trick"How to perform "Lucky 13" trickWhat is the disappearing card trickWhat is "The

excellent Eight" trickWhat is "The Two Towers" trickMuch, much more!Download your copy

today!Check Out What Others Are Saying...I purchased this book for my 10 year old grandson who

is getting more involved in "magic" since he's been 9 years old. He was quite thrilled with the gift

which was one of his Christmas presents. - Gary, NYI ordered this for my 7 year old nephew. It is

easy to read and follow and everything you need to perform the magic tricks are things you have

around the house. - Stephanie, ChicagoTags: Magic, illusions, games, puzzles, children activities,

card tricks, perform magic, teach magic,
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Since I was a small child magic tricks always make my day whenever I attend parties and events.

So, learning a few tricks up our sleeves can definitely contribute to the fun level of a party or

gathering. That is one of the reasons why I started reading this book. The book lists down some

magic tricks - simple and little complex ones. Each of those comes with brief overview as well as

instructions. Each seems very easy to practice. I may just need to devote some time as well as pick

the easier ones first. I wish the author listed down the difficulty level of each so I can prioritize which

trick to master first. Nonetheless, I am going to give some of these a try.

I am not too impressed with the book. I think it is just "Okay". Most of the tricks here were already

explained on many videos and TV shows that I have watched. There were some which I am totally

new to, but most of them I already know. In fairness to the author, the book will be useful for

beginners who have no clue about magic tricks and illusions. The instructions were simple though

image instructions were a bit lacking. Overall, I think this is an okay book for beginners.

I would love to perform some magic tricks for my toddlers. I love seeing them amused, smiling, and

happy. This book seemed to have collected easy magic tricks that even beginners can follow.

Objectively speaking, most of the instructions here are not that difficult. You just need to focus and

understand it well since no illustrations were included. It was really fun practicing the stuff here

some of which, even I as a child enjoyed. I hope to give the same enjoyment to my toddlers, too!

I didn't buy the book for myself. But looking through it I found it to be kind of useful and interesting.

Excellent book with very clear instructions, lots of pictures, and several popular tricks! We just had a

magic festival in our town, and my son wanted a magic book of his own- this was absolutely perfect.

I'd very highly recommend it to anyone who wants to get started in the magic world.

This is a great book about magic tricks. It is short and sweet and tricks which you can master and

keep your family and friends entertained. Must buy!!

My son loved learning how to do magic tricks and put on a big show for us with what he learned
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